[Canges in the monoamine content in the cat brain in a unilateral lesion of the cerebral cortex].
A spectrofluorometric study of the changes in serotonin and noradrenalin content was carried out in the cortex of large hemispheres, the hypothalamus and the midbrain on the 5th-6th day after creation of a pathological focus in the area of the occipital portion of the cortex in 12 cats. Diffuse changes in the bioelectrical activity of the brain were revealed on the EEG at this period: there appeared peak-like variations and slow waves of increased amplitude. There was noted a marked decrease in serotonin content in the cortex of the large hemispheres with the prevalance of an effect in the area directly adhering to the focus of affection. A tendency to reduction in serotonin level was revealed in the hypothalamus and the midbrain. The content of noradrenalin in the mentioned structures of the brain showed no significant change. The significance of the serotoninergic structures of the brain in the mechanisms participating in the restoration of the functional condition of the brain after its experimental injury is discussed.